
STEPHEN p ARCELL 

PLACE SETTING 

The dining rabic is an artificial plinth, a small tabula devared above the ground and 

surrounded by humans. Each person is allocated a territorial position of the rabic: surface:: a 

place setting. 

Around the perimeter of the table are identical sets of urc:n.sik, each set occupying one 

person's grasp. At rest, the mensils are positioned according to specific axial alignments and 

sequential orders fi:om left to right and near to Far. Certain ones are merallic and cen:ain others 

are ceramic. Some are broad and Aat, like auxiliary table surfaces. Others are meant to be held 

and operate as specialized attachments for the hands: one scabs and shovels, one stirs .md 

scoops, one saws and spreads. Their figurative manoeuvres work in conjunCtion with the 

silent resistance provided by the rabic: surface below. Although many of the Utensils are u~ 

together, only three of them (two metal and one ceramic) ever travel from table to mouth. 

Convenrion.tl instruments and etiqucrtc: enable one ro encounter a wide range of 

edible srilllifes (natures mortes) with rourine self-assurance. Confi:onrarions which presenr 

more of a challenge (lo~ter, for e.~ample) require special tools and improvised srrategtes. Tne 

place seuing with its artendam .trchitecrur.tl equipment and chorcognphy, provtdes a latent 

forum for one biological entity to sacrifice and devour others, coincidenrally emulaung rhe 

foundation rites of ancient dries. Elsewhere, the legendary oriental practice of caring live 

monkey brain~ requires a s~i.tl place ~ening with a skull-sized hole in the rable and a set of 

leather straps below. 
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